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Abstract
Small biologically
were

formed

primarily

relevant

in the laboratory

of H20,

formyl

and

glycine,

and glycine,

were found

after hydrolysis.

Our

by reactions

solar system

composed
galaxy
grains

also contains
suggest

and

interstellar

HCN,

under
and

serine,

that some meteoritic

ice photochemistry,

a variety

N-

detected

before

and glyceric

acids (and

other

acid

molecules)

paradigm

that they

bodies.

in an interstellar

dense molecular

In such "dark"

clouds

cloud

the ambient

compounds

composed

radiation

them, and creates

of the

condense

primarily

studies 4 and astronomical

1,3 Laboratory

of these ices modifies

were

the current

are low (T < 50 K), and volatile

of other molecules.

composed

conditions.

ethanolamine,

expanding

parent

sized grains.l

interstellar

amino

and serine

ice analogs,

glycerol

glycerol,

alanine,

more complex

onto

of H20,

but

observations

3,5

organic

6

important

of extraterrestrial

levels

carbonaceous

organic

dust, may have played

and well-studied

significant

meteorites
medium

It has been

assumed

are amino

and evolution
acids,

8 The deuterium

8,9 is taken as an indication

of various

to the early Earth by meteorites

a role in the origin

of meteorites.

of molecules

interstellar

processes.

bodies

is reasonable,

acids present
from which
since

and comet

of life. 7 Among

which

the most

have been detected

enrichment

of amino

that they or their precursors

D/H ratios

that the amino

I l on the parent

This assumption

molecules

molecules

(ISM), 1,9 where

as a result

synthesis

prebiotic

in a number

values,

asteroid.

of realistic

acids glycine,

them with a thin layer of ice. 1,2 This ice is usually

and asteroidal

Strecker

racemic

to have formed

so temperatures

The delivery

interstellar

NH3,

in liquid water on meteorite

that UV photolysis

molecules.

system

of interstellar

of gas and sub-micron

coating

alanine,

This suggests

is believed

is screened,

CH3OH,

the amino

(4-amino-3-isoxazolidinone),

racemic

result

including

by the UV photolysis

cycloserine

may be the direct

molecules

including

hydrolysis,

formed

organic

are observed

acids
formed

to be many

at
in
in the

times

solar

10

in meteorites

formed

the meteorites

there is evidence

derived,

for aqueous

in liquid water

by a

such as a comet
alteration

in some

or
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meteorites12andlaboratoryexperiments13
seemconsistentwith this route. However,the
experimentspresented
heredemonstrate
thatliquid wateris not
amino

acids.

rigorously

Although

glycine

be excluded,

14 and theorists

in ice, 15 this is the first report
of simple
those

interstellar

in dense

interstellar

NH3, 5-10%

CH3OH,

composition

of interstellar

to H20,

GCS3,17

because

they are among

addition,

it is reasonable

one of the most
majority

modified
CH3OH

objects.

19 Thus,

be frozen

containing

observed

H20,

apparatus

one containing

These

CH3OH,

form

directly

from the photolysis
of

molecules

interstellar

frozen

molecules

were performed
described
HCN

in our cryogenic

elsewhere.

contamination

towards

18 and higher
starting

in the dense
in cometary

indicated

sample

materials
ISM.

comae,

In
20 it is

ISM the

22 Two separate

chamber,

gas mixtures

and the other NH3 were vapor deposited

to mix until frozen

if they were combined

against

higher

onto grains. 2

were not allowed

To guard

of the

For example,

known, 21 and in the dense

gas mixtures

onto a CsI substrate

7538,16

detected

containing

deposited

protostars.

onto grains

held at 15 K. Care was taken to ensure

occur

are representative

and NH3 are reasonable

Ni substrate

that would

not

ice at 15 K, with 1-10%

at the 5% level in comets,

high purity

reactions

of

that are representative

mixtures

and towards

HCN since it is commonly

ice simulations

isolation

H20

at the 10% level in NGC

the most abundant
to include

to H20.

in dense clouds

commonly

should

matrix

in the laboratory

of amorphous

HCN, relative

observed

gas-phase

interstellar

could

acids should

and under conditions

primarily

ice mantles

abundant

of HCN

These

are comprised

has been

protostellar

contamination

that free amino

acids formed

for the formation

clouds.

NH3 has been

towards

amino

at concentrations

and 1-10%

and CH3OH

in a case where

have suggested

of racemic

molecules,

The ices we studied

relative

was once reported

necessary

at room temperature.

that they had not reacted

by biological

amino

during

and

onto a

and NH3so as to avoid

IR spectra
the course

acids and other organics

of H20

together

that these HCN-

onto the substrate

a

of ices
of deposition.

the substrate

and all
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glasswareandtoolscomingin contactwith it wereheatedto 550°C in air overnightprior to each
experimentto insuretheyarefreeof
photolysed

during

Typically,

deposition

matter.

The mixed

molecular

ices were UV-

with a microwave-powered,

flowing

hydrogen,

discharge

each layer was photolysed

per 0.1 I.tm of ice.

years

This represents

molecular

under

dynamic

vacuum

was removed

from the vacuum

experimental

conditions

no point

during

any liquid

The

present
residual

(GC-MS)

and

molecules

were

derivatization
samples

both before

organic

High-Precision

molecules

bearing

from

standards.

The HPLC

diastereomers
forms

of chiral

organic

amines

molecules

glycerol

were detected

glyceric

acid were

glycine,

alanine,

before

observed

serine,

their

hydrolysis

group

by

Gas

Chromatography

both

a dense

behind

Under

an organic

organic

these
residue.

material

us to analyze

at -2

the Ni substrate

free vial.

At

exposed

to

the suite of organic

time and

was

samples

used

were

allows

one

In

mass

both before

analyzed

Spectrometry

GC-MS

the

fragmentation

patterns

and

the

time and co-injection

procedure

26 we employed

to distinguish

identity

and after hydrolysis

by HPLC,

by retention

and separation

which

Chromatography-Mass

(HPLC).

retention

were determined

derivatization

of chiral amino

analyzed

agent. 25 GC-MS

After

an amino

were

Liquid

with a silylating

in 6 M HC1.

up, leaving

This allowed

of 5, within

500

and after hydrolysis.

materials

ascertained

into a dry, organic

analysis.

to approximately

after which

does the ice melt, nor was the residual
for HPLC

per cm 2)

the ices were warmed

temperature

warm

lamp. 23

(~4x 1018 photons

dose, equivalent

were complete,

and placed
during

minutes

at an optical depth

at -10 -8 Tort to room

the ice sublimes

until the hydrolysis

compounds

and photolysis

system

this procedure

of -30

interstellar

and - 1x 105 years

cloud. 24 After deposition

K/minute

The

for the equivalent
a reasonable

at the edge of a dense cloud,

image)

all organic

between

makes

the D- and

of
after

of the

identity

of

of authentic
fluorescent
L- (mirror

acids.
N-form)l
hydrolysis,
by GC-MS

and ethanolamine

glycine,

cycloserine

and glycine,
_er

alanine,

hydrolysis.

were detected

(4-amino-3-isoxazolidinone),
serine,

After
by HPLC

glycerol,

standard
(Fig.

ethanolamine,

(6 M HCI)
1).

and

The yield

and

hydrolysis,
of glycine,
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relative to carbon for the experimentdepictedin the figure, was

0.47%.

hydrolysis

3-4 times lower

(0.06M

standard

hydrolysis

of magnitude
and

were

(100.1±1.6%
finding

our

demonstration

are 1000

(Fig.

1, Trace

conditions,

interstellar

medium

While

the precursors
amino

abundances

trace

(ISM)

hydrolysis

(formaldehyde,
related
glycine).

placed

by UV radiation,

limits

acids

within
acids

were

amino

at an order
acids

serine

integration

error

almost

exclusively,

provides

by controls

experiments

acid

then for the

albeit

the

racemic

is conf'trmed

in normal

glycine,

the chiral

L amino

of amino

the

a powerful

showing

if the UV

glycine

suggest

on the lifetime

that

photolysis

the
was

on amino

in the ISM.

when these chemical

of strong

such as HCN

polymer.

from the photolysis
synthesis

molecular
28

species
Since

of CH3OH),

(the reaction

we have not yet detected

hydrolysis,

acid peaks
amino

species

react

but observe

HCN,

the corresponding

of

with one

that the
appearance

by HPLC
product

(Fig.
after

of

mechanism

in liquid water

nitrile

of

NH3, and H2C=O

that the formation

of these three molecules

that

in the no UV control

i.e., are not degradation

it is possible

that

they suggest

but the majority

acids we observe

our ices contain

thin

suggesting

and there is a concomitant

amino

that at least part of the racemic

as individual

taken together

in the ice at low temperature,

by UV

in an ice mantle

with this report

However,

with hydrolysis,

acids in the

to be penetrated

acids surviving

before

to UV under

of amino

and in ices thin enough

and cycloserine

diminish

acids on exposure

they are not inconsistent

by UV radiation

This, and the absence

11 However,

amino
This

than

have formed

N-formyl

to the Strecker

employ

do not form until the warm-up

had formed

macromolecules,

chiral

where

to be racemic,

us to put constraints

results

of these molecules

B), strongly

systems

both in the gas-phase

are generated

and serine.

determined

less abundant

acids could

We detect

glycine

derived

27 allowing

acids probably

another.

living

to release

In all cases

rates of decomposition

those previous

amino

was adequate

hydrolysis.
were

at levels

a mild

B).

to be penetrated

meteoritic

measured

not contaminants.

times

reported

interstellar

enough

Since

experimentally

We recently

light.

they

that they were

acids

were

Even pure H20

detected,

racemic).

that

omitted

procedure.

and serine

less than the standard

alanine

amino

HC1) glycine

After

intermediates,

is

to make
and radical

1
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recombinationmechanisms
havebeenproposed.
15

These

two different

would

atoms

in the products

lead to very different

starting

materials.

reaction

If the amino

of the methylene

probably

be true.

how products

concentrations

of reactants,

UV photolysis

and proton

various
results.

ice mixtures,
30 Thus,

extraterrestrial

(-CH2-)

enriched

suggest

temperature

amino

temperature

ices.

body

acids would
Isotopic

cosmic

is

mechanism

the reverse

mechanistic

information

and dose.

Similarities

and
between

29 and ion irradiations

mixtures,

rays should

Strecker

on the composition

of

ices give comparable

also contribute

rays might be especially

aqueous

to amino

significant

acids in

in thicker

ices

solar system.
deuterium

depleted,12

poses

a conundrum.

chemistry

to be deuterium

be a logical

labeling

wavelength,

was probably

ices are believed

depending

of HCN containing

such as in the outer

acids by parent

from which

by way of H2C=O,

to ascertain

on identical

that ion irradiation

If this is true then cosmic

interstellar

meteoritic

and abundance

experiments

CH3OH,

recombination

we will attempt

and radiation

on Murchison

while

In a radical

experiments

the mechanism,

that the water

amino

from HCN,

vary in structure

that UV does not penetrate,
Given

comes

temperature,

derived

by a kind of solid state UV-mediated

in glycine.

irradiation

whatever
ices.

carbon

In future

by measuring

as to which

acids formed

then the acid (-CO2H)

the source
would

predictions

kinds of mechanisms

consequence

experiments

enriched,

deuterium

13 However,

l° so deuterium

of photochemistry

to explore

forming

low

enrichment

of already

this and other questions

enriched

of
low

are ongoing

in

our laboratory.
Recent
astronomical

detections

observations

interest

in the hypothesis

selective

photochemistry.

destruction
reported
photolysis,

of slightly

of a racemic

L-biased

of circularly

polarized

of amino

radiation

acids in meteorites

(CPR)

in OMC-132

CPR may have led to small enantiomeric
33 However,
starting

it possible

only relatively

population

in this paper, of an apparently
now makes

mixtures

inefficient

excesses

free racemic

to test whether

chiral
circularly

molecule
polarized

have renewed

through

mechanisms

have been demonstrated

31 and

based

chirally
on selective

in the laboratory.
from an interstellar
radiation

could

34 The result
ice
yield non-
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racemicmixturesof aminoacidsby selectiveformation
We are currently

exploring

This demonstration
astrophysical
have

conditions

contributed

meteorites.
more

The formation

widespread
form,

acid formation

suggests

that outer Solar

acids and other

of these molecules

explanation

amino

formation

thus these

of amino

molecules
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